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About This Game

Arcane Maelstrom is a fast-paced action game with a RPG touch to it. This game offers pure action with epic battles, hordes of
skeletons, dark fantasy, dungeon crawling, a built-in map editor and 40 exciting levels that will provide you with unlimited hours

of gameplay. Check it out!

- Play through 40 exciting levels throughout the kingdom of the dwarves

- 23 challenging in-game achievements to unlock

- Several quest types: dungeon crawling, horde battles, countdown survival, items search, prisoners rescue, boss battles...

- Built-in level editor to create your own adventures!
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- Summon up to 5 gigantic creatures like ice and fire golems that will help you overcome evil

- Find the five Grimoires of the Elements to cast dozens of different spells

- Go through dungeons, castles, caves, cemeteries, mysterious forests and a lot more locations

- Collaborate with the dwarven warriors in the fight against the forces of darkness.

- Be astounded with the advanced artificial intelligence of all the characters in the game, which makes them look almost alive ...
amazing!

- Fight against skeletons, dark sorcerers, goblins, gigantic bugs, devilish gargoyles and a lot of evil creatureson RPG.
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Title: Arcane Maelstrom
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
YellowEgg game studios
Publisher:
Vilar Ingeniería de Software S.L.
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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arcane maelstrom

A lot of game studios are trying to reproduce the "hardcore feel" of 90s platformers..This one somehow does that job and im
saying this cause its somehow addictive!!. This is a really cool puzzle game powered by your music.. First impressions: I
absolutely LOVE it! Basingstoke is pretty much what I would describe as a zombie-themed mix between Droid Assault and
Teleglitch. I was lucky enough to get a coupon for 75% off, I suppose since I own Droid Assault. Definitely worth $7.50 for me.

You get to walk in as a new employee, pick up your visitor card, feed some bunnies in the lobby courtyard, then walk past a
huge generator that shakes the room, and get stuck in the bathroom for 5 minutes while the apocalypse happens. In the ensuing
events, you get rubber HAZMAT suit lab dudes clinging to you for dear life and getting eaten alive by zombies in the most
hilarious ways possible. Getting out of the lab is easy enough.

Gameplay goes something like this: You run around, avoid zombies, kill them if you can, craft awesome stuff, and loot
EVERYTHING. Basingstoke is a pretty great loot simulator too, because there's no arbitrary limit on the items you carry. Items
that you pick up along the way get stored in your "stash" upon reaching a safehouse (which is basically a checkpoint). This is
persistent throughout levels, and retains its contents even if you die or reach the next safehouse. You can sometimes find a
suitcase in any given level, which expands the number of item slots you have to take more stuff with you. It's always a hard
choice what to leave in your stash, but you won't hurt as much with more suitcases.

Crafting is just about as fun as it gets. In fact, my favorite crafting system in any game was Teleglitch's crafting system, and
crafting in Basingstoke is one of the key proponents to what made me compare the two. Sandwiches, for instance, normally just
attract enemies, and create a distraction long enough for one of the zombies to eat it. However, craft it with some poison powder
and you have a mix that will induce vomiting until the zombie passes out for a couple minutes. Put chili pepper hot sauce in
there to literally set them on fire and KILL them when they eat it. Throw in coffee grounds and toss it over to a dog, and watch
it go nuts and start eating other zombies! You can make all sorts of other awesome, makeshift stuff too, like guns and
attachments.

There are definitely some "Wow, this is BS" moments in the game, but that's kind of by design since your player character is a
walking one-hit-point wonder. In my 5 hours of playing Basingstoke, I'm willing to bet that about 4 of those were trying to get
from the police station to the metro, which I'm still stuck on. 3 or 4 times now I've run through the entire level, looted
everything, and then walked near a tentacle enemy that just shoots out of the ground and whisks me away, right by the metro
entrance. The two times that this didn't happen, I got swarmed by the obscene amount of enemies behind the metro gate. It feels
odd since I've unlocked the gate, gotten past it, and the game declares that I'm now in the metro, but there's still about a dozen
zombies, two dogs, and a hunter on me and no sign of an exit. It kinda sucks that 45 minutes of gameplay get totally erased
every time I reach what I think should be the next safehouse.

Aside from this, the gameplay is incredibly rewarding. Between looting everything, checking the map for my progress,
discovering new areas, crafting things, and clenching my \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 from being
chased by zombies, 5 hours of my time got completely sucked away. On top of that I'm now spending another hour to write this
review. Totally worth it though!

8.5\/10: Excellent game! Excruciatingly hard, but insanely entertaining.

---

UPDATE:

Now that I've had the pleasure of playing Basingstoke for yet another evening, I'm happy to say that with some luck (and
explosives) I was able to get into the metro station after a couple more tries. And what do you know? The Insurance Policy item
gives you a respawn checkpoint that you can use wherever you want. Huzzah!

I would like to point something out as well, which is a fact often confusing to fellow gamers: Basingstoke is NOT an
"isometric 3D" game! Seriously, claiming something is "isometric" when it's not is one of my pet peeves! Just do a
search of "isometric", and you'll see that the definition is actually pretty limited. A couple examples of actual isometric
3D games would be Project Zomboid or the original XCOM: UFO Defense. Basingstoke may seem like an isometric
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game, but really all it amounts to is a difference in POV due to change in camera angle.

So, another thing I didn't mention before is that I'm extremely picky when it comes to zombie games. Why? I think the genre
is way overdone, and Sturgeon's Law applies more than usual because of it. But why do I like Basingstoke, you ask, even
though it's centered around zombies? Well, that's a bit of a complicated question to answer. Instead of trying to distill what
constitutes a "good" zombie game to its purest essence, let me give you some other examples of games that, for me, meet my
rather strict criteria. For example: How To Survive, They Are Billions, Project Zomboid, Teleglitch, and some others like
that.

Zombie games, in my opinion, have to be able to prove in some way that they are better than other zombie games. People
striving to make these games need to have content twice as stellar as normal games to pull it off. Basingstoke is easily one of
the best zombie games I've ever played. Because of this, I would like to revise my rating.

9.5\/10: Awesome zombie game that will keep you on the edge of your seat!. NO WORKING NA SERVER, UNPLAYABLE..
Oh boy ive had alot of fun on this. the idea is fun. but it really needs to be at least 2 player. if i could run around with a
friend and be failing at making these jumps and whatnot it would be a blast. but solo just doesnt feel rewarding.. Fun, short,
unique game. Definitely worth it on sale.. This game sucks.. I bought this game with my last .49 cents on the steam summer
sale.) Camp Sunshine is a pixelated slasher game made in RPG Maker. The game had real potential, the strong buildup and
the 80's horror refrences were good and all. The killer's one-liners are a little stupid, but not terrible. What really stopped me
from playing this game were the quests. You have to collect a bunch of diary pages so you can find quest items. Every quest
goes like this:
1. Find NPC with a diary page.
2. NPC says I need to go on a fetch quest so that I can have the page.
3. Rather than saying there's a killer on the loose and that we should go get help, Protagonist accepts the quest.
4. Go off and do the quest.
5. Come back and the NPC is dead, I simply loot the page from their corpse.
6. Repeat until you have all the pages.

2/10. The World Wars age is where the spy business really starts. Enemy agents will infiltrate your country and start doing
things like blowing up buildings, sabotaging production, and stealing money. You can stop them by detecting them and using
arrest\/bribe\/kill etc commands to thwart them. They have their own special red spy symbol like crime lords.

As for your spies you can do things to the other countries like steal money, steal technology, and steal secrets (increases
relations with opposing country.) Of course performing spy missions on other countries lowers relations.

These are the new buildings and their uses.

Colonial Age

Dungeon - This new building has the ability to detect hidden roles and automatically arrest rebel leaders and crime lords

Rangers - This unique military building provides a squad that will automatically explore your island for you. It costs 10k to
build then the exploration is free. It basically works in a pattern that explores outwards in decently placed sight circles.

World Wars Age

Security Checkpoint - This building detects roles and slows traffic down slightly. You can also upgrade it so it charges a toll
that goes to your swiss bank account.

Spy Academy - This unique building trains citizens into spies. Then they can be sent off to perform missions. The number of
spies you can have depends on the effectiveness of the building. Free market + a level 1 tycoon manager was 16 spies.

Ministry of Information - This build has a couple good uses. It has a doctrine you can implement that increases faction like
towards you, but reduces the opposing faction (ie raise religious and lowers military.) It also gives a % chance to negate rebel
attacks, coups, and uprisings (based on effectiveness.
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  This has to be THE most useful building ever made in a DLC. I placed a dynasty level 5 tycoon as a manager, then set max
budget and used free market in constitution and it gave a 60% chance to avoid rebel attacks, coups, etc. Especially if are like
me and always end up making enviromentalists or nationalists mad because you made too many buildings. To give you an
idea, I had a 3500 population with a relations of 6 with the nationalists, I saw 2 rebel attacks.

Cold Wars

Radar - Provides both research and spy defense.

Police Blimp - Converts voters during elections and prevents protests. Each blimp can increase crime safety where it hovers
and you can move the blimp (not the building) to anywhere on the island.

APC Garrison - Mechanized military unit

Modern Age

Drone Command - Unique building that automatically disposes of spies, rebel leaders, and crime lords without any negative
effects. It places a black target marker on the person before shooting them. Can be upgraded to "accidental strikes" which
eliminates the person with the lowest approval rating if no spies, lords or rebel leaders are present, without any penalties.
  Great clean up tool in sandbox mode it has a double effect really, it will kill the lowest approval rating right, well it also
has a nice side effect of the person removed belonged to X faction. So over time the amount of people in that faction will
dwindle a bit.

Espionage in Sandbox Mode

Played a few games in sandbox mode since I beat the campaign. I was curious to see how espionage worked in sandbox game
mode. Foreign spies will NOT start attacking your buildings and such until
you\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665them off. So if you are looking to do the spy stuff in a sandbox mode you got
to do things to make countries mad at you. This is easily done if you start sending spies at them. So if you want to get the
DLC and not have to worry about having to do the spy stuff in sandbox just keep foreign relations above hostile. Soon as you
hit hostile enemy spy operations start.
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10/10 like skyrim with guns. Game of all the years. Don't miss out on this hot release.. Nice plaformer but the game has some
issues of pacing and balancing. Most of the items do not appear to be important or that they are quite similar.. The game seemed
interesting at first, despite it's annoying tendancy to rule out simple solutions to problems based on your character being
an\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Do not be tempted.

The mystery behind the game seemed fascinating - it wasn't. at all.

Everything about this game was an unbelivable letdown.. Game is fun :P. This game has absolutely no value. The resolution
messes up incredibly easily and can't be fixed, the game has no bot support, and there are NO REBINDABLE KEYS. Do NOT
buy this game.. no longer works. worthless on my macbook too. Lame.. user friendly , esay to learn and use , with HD outPut
!!!!

some idiot said window movie maker is better than this !!!!!!???????

movie maker ~ do not have HD output !!!!!
  only can have 1 audio track !!!!!!

Video Deluxe is not for who just want to make a family video for fun !!!!!!!!

when you want to make a gameplay movie , DON'T USE window movie maker !!!!!!!!

IF you keep crashing , please upgrade ur PC !!!!!!

i use Video Deluxe daily to create my Elite dangerous fan-make story , Fun and Interesting

Avery good software !!!!!!. Older game, reminds me of Advanced Wars so I gave it a chance. The game did not initially let me
down.
The controls work just how I hoped, and the cards added extra tactics to battle.
While playing in the tutorial, I noticed that some of the cards do not work properly. Repair vehicle cards do not act when they
are triggered. Everything is properly selected, click confirm, and a hollow clicking is heard as though something isn't working.
Next came the zoom. Zoom became an issue after the tutorial ended. Scroll wheel wasn't letting the map zoom out far enough to
see the map. little by little, the zoom got stuck closer in. When ending the first US campaign, the zoom got stuck so close I could
only see a single square at a time. That's not a glitch. That's dehalibitating.
I was on my last move, so I got done what I could based on how I remembered the layout of the map. Lost a secondary
objective, but whatever. Hopefully next map resets it.
Not a chance. Can't get to the next map. Staring at a card that's telling me I unlocked Brono, and neither the card's X nor the
"click to procede" icon will clear the card from my screen.

The cartoons between maps are pretty low brow humor, but it is entertaining. The gameplay is exactly what I've been looking
for to scratch the "Advanced Wars" and "European Battlefield (Sega..)" itch from my childhood. Hopefully the issues they have,
will be fixed. The maps are fun. Besides for the glitches, I would like to see an "end mission" button when the main objective is
finished, so you can continue to play for secondary objectives. Sometimes the secondafry objectives are out of the way, and I
find myself accidentally finishing the mian objective, on my way to secondaries.. 99 cents for a bunch of catgirl hairstyles.
I couldn't have spent that money in a better way.. stand power stand power stand power
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